
IAG’s Sale Number 83, to be held on the23rd April, is shaping up as another Auc-
tion not to be missed! With catalogues out
at the end of March, this live floor auction
is packed with high grade, rare and some
of the most interesting highlights IAG
have ever handled!
Coin highlights include two large collec-

tions that are both PCGS graded, which
ensures the authenticity and the integrity
of the coins (no cleaned silver in these coll-
ections!). The collections include a number
of finest known and amongst the finest
known examples right through the Pre Dec-
imal and Decimal series. Highlights in-
clude a superb run of Florins including a
1914 MS 64+, 1914H MS 65 and the equal
finest known, a 1921 MS 65+ the second
highest graded, a 1923 MS 65+,  1924 MS
65 and a 1933 MS 64+ to name just few.
Other coin highlights include one of the

finest known 1925 Pennies, a Uniface “Patt-
ern” or Trial 1937 Crown, a Type 6 Kook-
aburra Penny, a 1910 Specimen Silver set,
an 1852 Adelaide Pound, and a gF/aVF
1930 Penny. There is also a selection of Pre
Decimal Proof Coins including a superb
1938 Penny, 1937 Crown, 1935 Shilling and
Halfpenny and many more. Some key Mis-
strikes have also been catalogued, including
a 1978 Mule Australia/Fiji 20 Cent, a 1977
Double Headed 50 Cent, a 20 Cent on a
Nepal Rupee Blank, an MS 63 Mule Dollar
and a 2 Cent struck on a 5 Cent blank.
Banknote highlights include a £100

1924 Cerutty-Collins, along with two Pre
Decimal Specimens: a 10 Shillings 1938
and a £1  1953.  Other highlights include
a £1 1918 in UNC, a pair of UNC £10 1940
Sheehan-McFarlane, and a rare 10/- Con-
secutive Starnote trio in UNC. The Ban-
knote section also includes a 50 Pound
London Bank and many other Pre Feder-
ation notes, Specimen notes including a

1914H Florin MS 65 Equal Finest Known

1921 Florin MS 65 Plus Second Finest Known

A Few More GEM Florin Highlights
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rare $1 Type II issue, Starnotes, Misprints
and a large selection of Decimal notes in-
cluding many first and last prefixes. 
There is a large collection of over 90 lots

of British coins, comprising of mostly
Shillings, Halfcrowns and Crowns from
1653 onwards, with many in high grade,
along with an excellent selection of World
and Ancient Coins, Gold Coins including
many scarce dates, Proclamation includ-
ing a Johanna, Jewellery, Mint products,
unreserved lots and much more.
Catalogues for Sale 83 will be out in late

March and available to view and down-
load free from IAG’s website at www.
iagauctions.com Highlights and other
relevant auction information can be
viewed on the website now. Contact IAG
direct on - Phone (07) 55 380 300 – Email
mail@iagauctions.com for a yearly printed
catalogue subscription or for any further
Auction information. 
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